HAPPY NEW YEAR
FROM E CHARNEY
MR MINTHEBERG

JUST YOU AND ME KID
by Dov Charney

This is a story about a fourteen-year-old girl, Kate (Brook Shields) who finds herself in a car trunk without any clothes. Bill (George Burns) becomes the target of this episode which leads to a funny series of events. One of these involves Kate hiding in the car by a margin which the police are looking for her on the ground. The action in the movie is full of crazy humour. I enjoyed the film and I think you should see it, especially if you are a kid.

ROCKY II

by Dov Charney

Rocky II is just as good as the original perhaps better. It continues the story of Rocky Balboa (Sylvester Stallone), a fighter lucky enough to have been chosen, in Rocky I, to challenge Apollo Creed (Carl Weathers), the champion. But Sandy's quick changes as he boxes the fight and then moves to boxing is out of the question for wife Adrian (Talila Shire) against it. Rocky soon realizes that fighting in the ring is the only way out. The climactic scene is spectacular. Rocky's story is one of the best.

SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT

by Dov Charney

Smookey and the Bandit, starring Burt Reynolds and Sally Field, is one of the best films I have seen in a long time. Reynolds plays the bandit, a legendary driver who is hired to go to Texas and bring 400 cases of beer back to Georgia in 28 hours. With friend Snoopy, Reynolds tries to do the impossible. On the way, he meets Karen (Sally Field), a bride who is already on her way to her husband. Throughout the film, they are chased by Sheriff Buford T. Justice for kidnapping Karen and bootlegging. The chase scenes are great as the Bandit and his friends are chased through 3 states. A very good film.

MUFFET BALLS

by Dov Charney

Muffet Balls is a movie about two summer camps. The two camps have a competition to see which is the best camp. They get into some funny scenes, but mainly, it's a so-so type of movie. If you want to have a little giggle go and see Muffet Balls, but if you want to see a good movie go and see The Nugget Movie.

The Nugget Movie is a movie that is very well made. It has everything - action, comedy and its lots of fun to watch. It is a story of a love story and a gangster film. It is a good film for kids, I should know I am eleven, so want to have fun go see The Nugget Movie.

by Chris Lockhead
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